Slendeer – The Unforgiven
A video game designed by Paris Moschovitis
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1. Executive Summary
Slendeer, The Unforgiven is a first-person survival horror game built as a promotion to safe road
practices and emphasizing on the serious consequences of drinking and driving.
The game is set during the Christmas holidays period with the player controlling Santa who
together with Rudolph, went on a Christmas trip. The pair had a few more drinks than they should
have and as a result, midway through their journey they lose control of the sleigh and crash-land.
When Santa wakes up he finds himself in a dark dense snowed forest on a mountain with no sign of
life around him. A few meters away the player finds the sleigh broken to pieces and next to it lies
Rudolph, dead.
Santa is saddened by the loss of his dear friend and while still in shock from the crash, he tries to
pull his thoughts together to come up with a plan to survive and return home. He explores the area
to find tools which he can use to repair the sleigh while also looking for consumables like food and
drink to keep his energy levels up and avoid freezing to death.
However, as Santa wonders around exploring the area he gradually begins to hear a very familiar
sound getting closer and closer to him. The sound reminds him of jingling bells and the ring is like
the one from Rudolph's collar. It is not long before he witnesses his old friend briefly staring at him
before charging straight at him. Confused and startled from the incident Santa notices his colour is
pale, his fur is missing at places and his eyes are light blue staring at the empty space. Rudolph has
been brought back to life or rather was reanimated by some evil entity still hidden in the woods.
Now Santa has to avoid the undead Rudolph's attacks while also surviving the cold and collecting
the tools to escape. What is the plan? And who is controlling Rudolph's body?

2. Game Overview
2.1 Game Concept
Slendeer is a first-person survival horror game inspired largely by the indie survival horror title,
Slender. The player is taking control of Santa, who has crash-landed in a remote dark snow-covered
forest location with Rudolph while riding the sleigh. Rudolph tragically dies from the crash and
Santa must find supplies and tools to survive the cold and repair the sleigh. To his surprise, while
scouting the area, he sees his dead companion charging at him and some evil entity controlling his
from the dark woods. He now needs to fend off his friend’s attacks, gather the tools he needs and
escape before the culprit behind this macabre deed gets him too.

2.2 Target Audience
The game is mainly targeting young adults, eighteen years old to thirty who have experienced the
shift in indie pc gaming. This age group have played through games such as Slender, Outlast, The
Forest and Amnesia or have been following playthrough videos on YouTube and are now looking
for a similar experience with new features and different challenges.

2.3 Look and Feel
The game uses the first view camera in order to achieve greater immersion for the player. Being a
survival horror game, it is essential that the player experiences the game as if he was in the place of
the protagonist feeling nervous, scared and threatened while his adrenaline would increase. Taking
out the ability to directly fight an enemy and defeat them means that the player can only run away
and think of smart ways to avoid the threat which is constantly watching him and waiting for the
right moment to strike. This fear factor would significantly enhance the player's experience and
immerse him in the game with more success than if he could defeat enemies using weapons. Finally,
adding to the horror genre is the dark dense forest on a mountain covered in snow. Darkness and
low visibility are creating a tense atmosphere with a monotonous melody and the sound of wind and
snow complimenting it by heightening the isolated state of the player.

3. Gameplay and Mechanics
3.1 Gameplay
The player controls Santa Claus after the crash-landing who regains his conscious only to find his
dear friend, Rudolph, is dead. The camera is first person view where Santa's right hand can be seen
when holding Rudolph's nose in front of him as a light source. The player needs to search for
randomly spawning tools and collect all eight of them to get a chance to run to the sleigh and repair
it while also collecting consumables to avoid his energy reaching zero and freezing to death. When
all eight tools are collected however, Krampus makes his appearance and sends the children army to
hunt down Santa. The player needs to reach the sleigh while avoiding the children to finish the
game and escape successfully.

3.1.1 Game Progression

The player needs to collect all eight tools to be able to reach the final stage of the game and run
towards the sleigh. The tools spawn in random locations around the map at the beginning of the
game together with the consumables which are optional. The game difficulty increases with each
successful tool collection, meaning that Rudolph starts charging at you at higher speeds and with
lower reaction time available as per the diagram below:

Figure 1: An example game progression chart of game Phase 1 illustrating the changes in AI
response

Figure 2: An example game Phase 2 diagram

After the successful collection of all eight tools, Krampus makes his appearance and the second
phase of the game begins. Krampus summons his army of children to chase Santa until the player
gets caught or reaches the sleigh. Krampus follows the player behind the children army at a slower
pace. Looking into Krampus' eyes results in an instant loss as he claims your soul.

3.1.2 Winning Conditions and Scoring System
To sum up, the player spawns on the map followed by the tools he needs to collect which appear at
random locations during the game load-time. To win the game, our protagonist needs to collect all
eight tools around the map needed to repair the sleigh, while surviving Rudolph's attacks (phase 1)
and then reach the sleigh while surviving Krampus' army of children chase (phase 2). The game has
no scoring system, only a win or lose state.

3.2 Mechanics
3.2.1 Physics
The game rules will simulate real world physics in a 3D world. The player would be able to move
across all directions and along the Y-axis by jumping. Moving on a slope, walking on a staircase
and climbing a ladder is also a possibility while the player can also run by holding the Shift button
as specified in the controls section.

3.2.2 Freezing Factor
A factor that the player needs to take into consideration is the Freezing factor, which is an
additional challenge that the player would have to face. At the start of the game the player has starts
with a full energy bar, which is gradually depleted due to the cold weather conditions and
exhaustion. If that bar reaches zero, the player freezes to death and the game is lost. In order to keep
the energy level up Santa needs to occasionally consume wine and food collected at random
locations within the map.

Figure 3: Energy bar and the effects of its depletion

3.2.3 Rudolph's nose
A unique selling point of the game, Rudolph’s nose which is glowing as per the fairy tale with a
bright red light. When Santa wakes up after the crash, the only visible light source in the darkness
of the forest is coming from his dear friend. Now the player has two choices; he can either explore
the area in the dark or collect Rudolph’s nose to shine the way in front of him and assist him in the
exploration. A macabre choice to add to the horror genre of the game

Figure 4: Rudolph's nose shining in the darkness of the area. Upon collection Santa will hold it in
front of him to shine the way

3.2.4 Crafting System
A crafting system is available throughout the game. The player can collect objects which he can
combine by choosing the combine option in his inventory and create traps to delay Rudolph by
stopping him in his tracks. This is a viable escape option from his charges.

Figure 5: Item crafting system example

3.2.5 Combat
The game physics also offer the option to pick up and throw objects. This mechanic can once more
be used to create distractions by throw objects at Rudolph and walls to create distractions and avoid
his attacks using the right mouse click:

Figure 6: Combat system, throwing an item

3.2.6 Controls
The controls are very simple and clear.
• The player will move around using the WASD keys
• Holding the Shift button during movement makes the player run
• Using the left mouse click the player can interact with objects and the environment such as
opening doors or picking up items and moving the mouse controls the player's camera and
direction. When picking up an object, pressing left-mouse click again would throw that
object
• Hitting the Space button makes the player jump

Figure 7: Game controls illustration

3.2.7 Interaction Diagram
The following diagram represents the interactions between game characters and game
assets such as the interaction between Santa Claus and Rudolph when the former is trying to
avoid the charging reindeer or game limitations such as the walls being solid and the
characters cannot go pass through them.

Figure 8: Interaction diagram showing relations between game objects

3.3 Replay and Saving
Adding more suspense and in the interest of avoiding long games, there is no save option or pause.
This means the player will have to act immediately, make quick decisions and beat the game or lose
while trying.

4. Story, Setting and Character
4.1 Story and Narrative
Slendeer is a first-person survival horror game set around the Christmas celebrations time of the
year. It tells the story of Santa Claus and his loyal reindeer Rudolph as they are out on a holiday trip
riding Santa's sleigh. Due to the festive spirit of the days the pair had a few too many to drink
before deciding to go on a trip with Santa's sleigh. Unfortunately, as drinking and driving is

extremely dangerous, the inevitable happens and the pair lose control of the sleigh and crash-land in
a remote densely forested area covered in snow. Santa regains his consciousness only to find out a
motionless Rudolph lying a few meters away from him. He rushes over to help him however, upon
having a closer look he finds out that his dear friend has already passed away. Shaken from the
sudden loss of Rudolph and the crash, Santa pulls his thoughts together and weighs in the situation.
The sleigh is broken, Rudolph is dead, he is lost, darkness has fallen, and it is getting colder and
colder. The plan is in his head: survive the cold, repair the sleigh, return home. Straightforward, or
is it?
While Santa explores the forest in search of tools and supplies his mind is playing tricks on him.
He often thinks he hears Rudolph's jingling bells from his collar but that could be the psychological
aftermath of the loss until he briefly sees a familiar silhouette standing in the dark woods that is
quick to disappear. At first, he thinks his mind is playing games on him, but he soon realises that
what he sees and hears is reality. Rudolph is there, staring at him only he is different. His skin is
pale, his fur is missing at places and his eyes... his eyes are blank, staring without any emotion.
Without any warning the reindeer charges at him and Santa barely avoids the attack. The reindeer is
lost in the woods again, waiting for his next opportunity to strike. However, if Rudolph is undead
what brought him back to life and who is controlling him?
The culprit behind this unethical and barbaric action is Krampus, the evil counterpart of Santa
Claus who instead of treating children with gifts and rewards, he punishes those who misbehaved
and enslaves them. Upon discovering Rudolph's dead body, he was devastated and swore an oath to
seek revenge out of Santa, the person he considers responsible for his loss. He therefore, rose
Rudolph from his cold grave and gave him the only task that would satisfy his urge for revenge,
“Kill Santa”.
Santa manages to skilfully avoid Rudolph's charges and survive while collecting the necessary
tools to repair the broke down sleigh. Krampus sees that Santa is about to escape and since
Rudolph's attack had no success he now shows his trump card. The half-goat half-demon monster
deploys his army of enslaved children that like a mob chase Santa to capture him. Santa realises he
cannot survive a full-on confrontation and makes a final attempt to return to the sleigh and leave the
dark woods. While Santa runs to make an escape, the possessed children army are sprinting towards
him, jumping at him from all directions. The woods look like a battlefield with Krampus slowing
tailing from behind, good reflexes are essential to avoid the incoming children while the key word
here is “RUN” ... oh and DON'T look back as if you happen to cross eyes with Krampus, your soul
is his!

4.2 Game World
The story is set in a snowed dark dense forest on a mountain. The terrain is mountainous, rocky
and uneven at parts with some roads appearing through the snow. Within that forest there used to be
a small old village which is now empty and abandoned as the snow has made the living conditions
difficult and children disappearing has made this old village a ghost town. There are a few
destroyed houses, a few storage rooms and a small park. On the corner of the map, appearing as a
common old house is Krampus' lair, a creepy run-down place where the monster resides. At points
small memorials are visible to commemorate the children that have been lost

Figure 9: Example in-game environment design

Figure 10: Mood board of environment setting

4.2.1 Snow
Snow is falling throughout the game; the sky is cloudy with limited light coming through from the
stars and moon adding to the horror genre of the game and setting the moody tone of the
environment.

Figure 11: Snow design in game

Figure 12: Snow example from another game

4.2.2 Trees/Forest
There will be snowed trees covering most of the map creating the feeling of a dense forest with
a few empty patches of land that can be designed as turn-point locations on the map. This
feature would assist greatly to the dark atmosphere of the game.

Figure 13: Snow forest and tree examples

4.2.3 Ruined buildings
The map will be populated by a few rundown buildings spread around the area that the player
can explore and search for consumables or tools to fix the sleigh. The ruins will add to the
desolate feeling of the environment

Figure 14: Abandoned buildings example

Figure 15: Run-down building in game

4.2.4 Memorials
There will be memorials at certain locations around the map, built in memory of the lost
children to portrait the tragedy that took place in that location. The player can discover a few of
these around the map bearing a photograph of the child lost and a little poem or memoir to bring
up the dramatic and sad atmosphere.

Figure 16: Memorial example and tombstone

4.2.5 Sleigh
This is the start and end point of the game. To set the mood
of the game early on, the player can see Santa's sleigh broken
down and covered in snow as the game begins after the
crash. Next to it, the player will also find Rudolph's body, in
a bad shape and half covered in snow. At the end of the
game, when the player is in phase 2, being chased by the
possessed children, he needs to reach the sleigh to get away
and win the game.
Figure 17: Example sleigh
illustration

4.3 Characters
4.3.1 Santa
Description

Santa would represent a chubby man in his mid-70s not taller
than 1.70 meters. Dressed in a thick layer of cloths, white tshirt, scarf, his classic red outfit, thick boots and gloves, a
classic Santa hat and square small glasses. After the crash
however, his uniform is torn and dirty, his right lens has a hole
in the middle, his left glove is ripped at the front exposing his
fingers, his face has bruises and he is limping on the left leg
due to the crash-landing
Figure 18: Santa figure example

Role
The character controlled by the player in first person view. Santa needs to collect all the necessary
items and tools to repair his sleigh and return home. He also needs to look for consumables to keep
his energy bar high and avoid freezing as well as other miscellaneous items which he can craft into
traps to stop Rudolph's charges.

4.3.2 Rudolph
Description

Figure 19:Rudolph three forms example
Rudolph is a reindeer with a red shining nose and a collar full of small Christmas bells. When the
game starts he is found dead next to the sleigh and later he is reanimated by Krampus. Therefore,
his appearance must resemble that of an undead animal therefore, pale skin, lost fur at places and
light blue blank eyes are essential characteristics

Role
Rudolph is Santa's favourite reindeer and a dear friend. He unfortunately dies from the crash
however; his body is then reanimated by Krampus who controls him and makes him charge at Santa
to harm him. If the player manages to collect all tools while avoiding Rudolph's attacks, the
reindeer will then return to his grave

4.3.3 Krampus
Description

Krampus is a half-demon half-goat anthropomorphic
creature bearing a set of big goat-like horns. He is wearing
a black worn-out hooded cloak to hide his appearance and
trick his victims into approaching him. He is Santa's
opposite who instead of giving children sweets, he
punishes them for their misbehavings and enslaves them

Figure 20: Krampus figure example

Role
Krampus is the culprit behind Rudolph's reanimation. Rudolph was also a dear friend of his and he
is therefore, devastated to find out that he has passed away. He pulls Rudolph's body to his lair and
attempts to reanimate him only to have him charging at Santa in an act of revenge. After all
attempts to kill Santa fail, he releases him from the curse and employees his army of enslaved and
possessed children as his last attempt to chase and capture Santa. If the player looks at Krampus in
the eyes while trying to reach the sleigh he losses and his soul is enslaved eternally

4.3.4 Army of Children
Description

Krampus' own army of enslaved and
possessed children. The army consists
of young children, until the age of
seven, which were easier targets for
Krampus to trick and lure, therefore
are small. Their eyes are shining light
blue and most of them are still in their
pyjamas as on the night they were
captured. A few of them would still be
holding their favourite toys

Figure 21: Army of children with glowing features
example. Disclaimer: the models used here are only for
visualisation

Role
The army of children is employed after the player collects all the tools and materials to fix the
sleigh. They appear in the forest all around the player who is now running for his life and they jump
on Santa from all directions. If they manage to grab on Santa, the player loses.

5. Interface
5.1 Visual System
The game HUD will follow a simplistic design to avoid distracting the player from immersing in
the atmosphere of the game. The only thing necessary to stay on screen permanently would be the
Energy bar to remind the payer that he needs to keep it up to avoid losing. Other togglable features
would be a small display of the Items Collected, Tools Collected and Time spent in game (top left of
screen) as well as hints appearing to help the player at the middle top of the screen.

A togglable Inventory is also available in-game that would hold both the tools and the items
collected. It will feature a left part where the tools the player needs to collect appear blackened with
only the outline showing as a help to the player and a right part where the items collected will
appear in a list.. There is too options at the bottom of the right column, Use and Combine. Pressing
Use will pass the item to the player’s hand (the one not holding Rudolph’s nose) while pressing
Combine will craft two items into something new if available.
An example can be seen in the below pictures:

Figure 22: Simplistic HUD system, showing information at top right, a hint at the middle top and
the energy bar at the bottom left of the screen

Figure 23: Inventory display with a left part for collected tools and a right part for the rest of items

5.2 Audio, Music, Sound Effects
The sound design needs to compliment the dark, lonely atmosphere of the game. As it is set in a
remote dense forest, the music should remind the player that he is alone, without anyone around
him, only listening to the sound of the wind, the snow and his own footsteps. Here, an incomplete
melancholic melody in an ambient setting would be ideal to occasionally bring up the Christmas
festive spirit which remains incomplete to signify the unfortunate turn of events. A possibility
would be for the melancholic melody to be completed if the player manages to finish the game
successfully. The sound designer must also keep in mind there can be no echo as the snow is porous
and would absorb any sound wave reflections.
The sounds required as identified during the design and prototype phase of the game are:
Sound 1:
“Start game” - The game start menu will only contain a Start Game button in the middle of the
screen. Therefore, the music on the scene should be an ambient dark, simple musical piece
emphasising on the isolation of the game
Sound 2:
Click sounds: Used on “Start game” - a simple “click” sound
Sound 3:
Narration – After clicking the “Start Game” button, the story telling begins, a sound clip of wind
and snow making their way through the forest is an excellent choice so that the player pays
attention to the narration itself
Sound 4:
Main gameplay background sound - Ambience, wind, hail, woods, quiet, snow absorbing sound,
darkness, cold, solitude should all be words describing the music of the main gameplay. The music
should not be loud in a way that it will make the player feel unease as if something was about to
happen.
Sound 5:
Rudolph is near - Sudden change in melody, distorted sound, bells jingling, quiet galloping in the
background signifying someone is watching
Sound 6:
Rudolf attacks – Sudden, fast tempo but simplistic and monotonous representing a style similar to
the “Jaws” movie soundtrack, include galloping and jingling

Sound 7:
Santa walking footsteps – footsteps that represent walking on snow
Sound 8:
Santa running footsteps – running on snow
Sound 9:
Santa drinking bottle of wine – a sound representing drinking from a bottle
Sound 10:
Santa consuming food – a sound representing chewing and swallowing food
Sound 11:
Throwing items at Rudolph A: a landing thud sound as if item hits snow
Sound 12:
Throwing items at Rudolph B: Bottles smashing sound, when bottles are thrown at trees and walls
Sound 13:
Collecting an item: A sound representing items being put in a bag
Sound 14:
Crafting item: The sound played while the player is crafting. Represent wood work, sawing and
hammering
Sound 15:
Open door – a typical door opening with or without creaking
Sound 16:
Close door – a typical door closing sound with or without creaking

6. Further Development

A few areas for further development in the design have been identified to enhance the playing
experience more and increase the immersion of the player. These are optional improvements
however, the could include:

i)

Alternative story. Once the player completes the original game, he has the option to play a
different version of the game. On that new narrative, Santa dies from the crash and Rudolph
is now deserted in the forest. Krampus is enraged by the loss of his friend and arc enemy
and reanimates Santa's body to take revenge on Rudolph. The reindeer needs to quickly
move around and find traces of stardust which will give him back his magical energy to fly
away. All interactions with the environment and the assets will remain the same as well as
the “Children” final part of the game where they would chase Rudolph instead. The only
difference would be that Rudolph cannot throw items at Santa but can drop them on the
ground to distract him.

ii)

Animation scenes: Cinematic cut-scenes could be added during the story-telling to help the
players visualise the tragedy and its aftermath better. Also, a cutscene could be added upon
the successful collection of all items where Krampus makes his appearance together with his
children army to add suspense and set the scene for the chase to follow. A final cutscene
could also be added to portrait Santa escaping the forest or getting captured, rewarding the
player for his effort or punishing him for the lost game.

7. Hardware Requirements
The game is built for the casual gamer, addressing players of 18 to 30 years old. With that in mind
the game is designed to run smoothly on a Windows environment with an average pc setup
following the minimum technical requirements below:
CPU: Dual core CPU @ 2GHz (core i3 or better)
GPU: Any GPU model with at least 1 GB
RAM: 4 GB.
OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10.
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